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Abstract 

This paper presents work in progrf'ss on a llocating 
sensing rf'sources for an autonom0US mobile robot in 
the presence of incomplete information. It provides 
a taxonomy of the types of contention for sensing rf'
sources in mobile robots and the categories of available 
infurmation. Our assumptions about the structure of 
behaviors and the characteri zation of the sched uling 
problem suggest an itera tive repair strategy, where an 
initia l scheduk is formed from each behavior 's sensing 
requf'sts and alternative logical sensors are substitutpd 
if needed. 

Introduction 
This paper presents work in progress on allocat ing 
sensing resources for an autonomous mobile robot in 
the presence of incomplete information. This work is 
motivated by our larger research goal of reactive sens
ing. Reactive sensing is intended to allow sensing (or 
data interpretation) processes to act as autonomous 
specialists in maintaining the most robust and C(~rtain 
perception for the given behavior, state of t he robot, 
and state of the world. In order to be useful, the re
active sensing m echanisms should be compatible with 
existing reactive and hybrid reactive/deliberative ar
chitectures rather than viewed in isolation from motor 
control . 

One problem is how to provide adequate perception 
for a ll behaviors when there is contention for sensing 
resources. For example, consider a mobile robot with 
a camera fixed to the base. In order to look to the 
left, the robot base must turn to the left. In this case, 
the robot cannot follow the hall (head st raight), and 
look to the left for a door simultaneously. But the 
robot may be abl!' to use alternative s('llsing strategies 
(via a logical sensor mechanism (Henderson & Shilcrat 
1984)) to follow the hall or look for the door , resolving 
the contention problem. 

The allocation process is not static; that is , it cannot 
assume that decisions are carried out without interrup
tion. The reaction of the robot to the environment im
plies t he possibility of unanticipat('d changes in which 
hehaviors are active. This means the sensing demands 
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will change accordingly. Likewise, the same behaviors 
can remain actiVf' but the sensors assign to them can 
fail. Again if alt~rnative sensing strategies arc avail
able, the robot can assign the new sensors and con
tinue to execute the task(s). In either case, the robot 
is dynamically presented with the possibility of con
tention for resources and must resolve that contention 
in real- time or else have to susp end execution. 

The generic allo cat ion and interruption policies must 
be able to operate with incomplete information from 
at least two sources: the plan itself and unpredictable 
sensing failures. First, tlw robot may not have a plan 
or only a partial plan of what behaviors will be active 
over t he relevant time frame. In a purely reactive ar
chi tecture, only the set of possible behaviors to accom
plish a task(s) is known is advance. The order and du
ration of their instantiation (and thereby, their sensing 
demands) is strictly a function of what is encountered 
in the environment. In a hybrid deliberative/ react ive 
a rchitecture, the planner may be able to project a de
sired sequence of behaviors but not necessarily the du
ration of each behavior. Furthermore , the plan may 
be have to b ~ repaired in response to unanticipated 
events (e.g., a hallway is completely blocked). Second, 
even if a plan exists and is valid for the time interval of 
interest, the availability of sensors may change at any 
time due to sensor malfunctions and/or changes in the 
environment. 

\Vithout compkte information, "optimal" allocation 
of sensing r esources may actually interfere wit h the 
robot 's overall performance. Let optimal mean that 
each sensing process is producing the most certain per
ception possible (each behavior is a,~signed the best 
sensors for that job according to some glob<d utility 
function). If the robot cannot project what the se
quence of behaviors are and attempts to a llo cate re
sources optimally each time the set of active b ehav
iors changes, then the robot is susceptible to thrashing 
(i.e., frequent and unproductive rea llocation). Con
sider that behavior A operates continuously, and is 
given sensor x . Then when behavior B is activated , 
sensor x is "robbed" from A, given to B, and sensor y 
is allocated to A. \,Then B is deactivated, x is returned 
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to A. The temporary improvement in sensing certainty 
for A and B versus adequate, but not optimal, sens
ing may not be worth hidden costs such as slew time 
of the sensors, delays in bootstrapping the perceptual 
algorithms, etc. Continuous optimality may result in 
the robot spending the majority of its time deliber
ating and bootstrapping sensing, forcing the robot's 
task execution to be effectively halted. Therefore, the 
allocation mechanism must be able to function under 
different levels of incomplete information; on one end 
of the continuum, the sequence and duration of the 
behaviors may be known a priori, on the other, the 
behaviors may be purely reactive. 

Our approach is to treat sensing resource allocation 
for autonomous mobile robots as a scheduling problem. 
The set of currently instantiated behaviors and their 
associated sensing demands are viewed as represent
ing a plan, paraphrasing Fox 's definition (Fox 1994): 
a seq'uence of vehavioTs that achievl', one 01' mOTe tasks 
and satisfy a set of domain constraints. The allocation 
mechanism serves as a scheduler, again paraphrasing 
(Fox 1994), selecting among altemative sensing strate
gies and assigns TeSOUTces and times fOT each sensing 
activity so that the assignments obey the temporal 1'1.;

stTictions of activities and the capacity limitation8 of a 
set of shaTed Tesources. 

The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows. 
Section briefly summarizes related work in planning 
and sensing for autonomous mobile robots. The as
sumptions about the organization of sensing in reac
tive and hybrid architectures are presented in Section. 
A taxonomy of the types of contention for sensing re
sources is presented in Section, followed by a list of 
the categories of available information for scheduling 
in Section. Our proposed intelligent scheduler is de
scribed in Section, and the ramifications for planning 
for acting is discussed in Section. The paper concludes 
with a summary and future work (Section ). 

Related Work 
Efforts in integrating planning and sensing within an 
architecture for autonomous mobile robots have been 
recently reported by (Noreils & Chatila 1995) and 
(Chen & Triv('di 1995). (:\foreils & Chatila 1995) con
centrate on monitorin.e; thr robot's execution and re
pairing plans. The architecture of (Chen & Trivedi 
1995) focuses on the impact of sensing on planninp;, 
especially how to take advantage of new information. 
In contrast, our efforts concentrate on the inverse prob
lem: how to plan for srnsing'? Furthermore, we wish 
to avoid the computational overhead and time delays 
of interleaving planning and execution at the reactive 
layer incumbent In the (Chen & Trivedi 1995) approach 
unless a) a failure occurs (mandating a new plan) or b) 
an opportunity arises for significant gains in sensing. 

The specific problem of contention has either been 
ignored, acknowledged but not implemented (Sim
mons, Lin, & Fedor 1990) , or handled by sequencing 
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t.he control of the sensor (for example, behavior 1 turns 
the camera to the left and senses, notifies behavior 2 
that the camera is free, which then turns the cam
era to the right and senses, then behavior 1 turns it 
to the left again, etc.) as in (l(aebling 1987). :More 
satisfactory schemes which also facilitate sharing of re
sources, permit the substitution of alternative sensors , 
and streamline control are desirahle. 

Aspects of our approach bear a superficial resem
blance to the CIRCA architecture (Ivlusliner, Durfee, 
& Shin 1993). That system is primarily concerned 
with guaranteeing safe real-time execution of behav
iors. Sensing influences the frequency of execution of 
Test-Action Pairs (TAPs). If a sensing resource is not 
available or adequate, CrRCA directs the robot to sub
stitute another sensing resource or slow the robot in 
order to reduce the sensing demands. ~o discussion is 
given of how an appropriate substitute sensing source 
is identified, nor of the impact that the selection pro
cess would haw on the TAPs schedule (e.g., would all 
activity cease while the sensing allocation was deter
mined?). The architecture is also heavily dependent 
on the assumption that the rohot's interactions with 
the environment can be modeled, allowing all states 
to be known. As noted in the Introduction, the sens
ing resource allocation is complicated by unpredictable 
sensing failures. Instead, CIRCA and our work can be 
taken as complementary, one concentrat.es on schedul
ing sensing and acting, while the other schedules sens
ing in such a way as to mak(~ sensing and acting possi
ble. 

Organization of Sensing 
In order to discuss the impact of incomplete informa
tion on allocating sensing resources, an overview of the 
assumptions about how sensing is organized is now pre
sented. 

There is no generic reactive or hybrid delibera
tive/reactive architecture. However, representative 
systems have enough attributes in common that we 
propose a basic architecture. The generic system has a 
task planncT which is responsible for setting the robot's 
goals in the form of one or more tasks, specifying the 
behaviors needed to achieve those tasks, and monitor
ing their execution. In a purely reactive systC'm, the 
task planner is the set of activation conditions for the 
behaviors , while in a hybrid architecture, the task plan
ner is a trur planner. 

It is assumed that the task planner specifies a list of 
one or more concurrent tasks and the brhaviors to ac
complish them. This list of tasks is known as the plan. 
For example, a plan may represent directives for the 
robot to 1) go to end of hall while 2) avoiding obsta
cles. A task is accomplished via one or more behaviors, 
which may operate sequentially and/or concurrently. 
Going to the end of the hall may br accomplished via 
a navigate-haliO behavior. The planner also selects 
the behaviors to accomplish each task. This selection 



of the behaviors m ay be simple, a task may have an as
sociated collection of behaviors, or it may involve true 
planning. 

It is assumed that a behavior is decomposed into 
a motor schema and a perceptual schema, following 
(Arbib 1981). The motor schema component repre
sents the physical pattern of activity, while the per
ceptual schema defines the perceptual process needed 
to support the actions of the motor schema. The mo
tor and perceptual schemas act as autonomous, inde
pendent agents; essentially logical behaviors and sen
sors (Henderson & Shilcrat 1984) . "Vhen the behavior 
is instantiated, the schemas themselves determine the 
most appropriate activity and perception for t he ci r
cumstances, not the planner. This distribution of plan
ning effort allows reactive and hybrid architectures to 
be highly modular and reduces computational and rep
resentational complexity. It is important for a sensing 
rpsource allocation mechanism not to subvert this or
ganization. 

Types of Contention for Sensing 
Resources 

A sensing resource consists of control over the sensor 
position (('.g., point ing), control over hardware param
eters (e.g., autofo('us, light sensitivity, firing frequency, 
etc.), and receipt of the output. In a bchavioral sys
tem, more than one behavior can share the output from 
the scune sensor and process the output using behavior
specific algorithms if the algorithms expect the sensor 
to be at the same position with the same parameters. 

Contention for sensing resources stems from three 
sources: 

1. No contention. This arises when all perceptual 
schemas have access to their preferred sensing re
sources during their eXt~cut ion. This could be the 
result of each behavior having a perceptual schema 
with a dedicated sensor, or multiple pcrceptual 
schemas being able to share a sensor. 

This is the simplest case and is included both for 
completencss and to emphasize that the allocation 
mechanism should be effective for both complex and 
simple situat ions. 

2. Compe tition by two 01' more percept'ual schemas for 
same resource. In this case, multiple perceptual 
schemas prefer the same resource, which cannot be 
shared. For example, two schemas may want control 
of the same camera but wish to point it in different 
directions at the same t ime. 

3. Competit ion by two 01' more perceptual schema,~ with 
a motor schem.a for the same reSotLrCe (effector). 
This casc represents the example in the Introduc
tion of a camera mounted to a robot base, where 
t he sensing interferes with the direction of travel. It 
should be emphasized that adding sensing effectors 
(put the camera on a panning mast) does not solve 
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this problem for all situations. Eventually, a scenario 
equivalent of being able to turn your head only so 
far before you must turn your body will surface. 
It is distinct from the previous case of competi
tion between multiple perceptual schemas in that 
it adds the challenge of how do motor anti percep
tual schemas they communicate, negotiate, and/or 
be supervised. 

The goal of sensing resource contention is to find 
a set of adequate substitutions which permit all be
haviors to continue to execute concurrently. Other
wise, the plan, which assumes concurrpnt execution, 
must bc dec:Iared as failed. The solution implemented 
in (Kaebling 1987) of changing the order of execution 
(i.e., each bchavior take a turn at controlling the SC'rlS

ing resource for) of behaviors could not arise from the 
scheduler, but must reflect a changt' by the task plan
ner. This is to insure that changing the order of t he 
tasks to satisfy sensing does not violate some other do
main constraint. Consideration of domain constraints 
are by definition a function of the planner, not the 
schedulcl'. 

Types of Incomplete Information 
The levels of knowledge as:;ociated with various behav
iors will impact a scheduler. At this point in time three 
levels have been idcntified . In order to attempt to make 
this discussion clearer, the following terminology is in
troduced. The set of behaviors which me active at t he 
same time is denoted by 8. 8 is distinct from the set of 
all possible behaviors; not a ll behaviors will be instan
tiated at the same time, all the time. Robo t execut ion 
can then be viewed as sequence of i sets of active be
haviors, 8 1 ,1" 82,1~, 8i,i, ... ,8n ,!"" each of which has 
a particular start time and duration denoted with the 
subscript Ij, for the jth duration interval. Note also 
that resources must be allocated to :;atisfy the current 
8 i ,!j for duration I j in order for the plan to continue 
to be executed. 

The lcvels from most informed to least a re: 

1. Can project the sequence of act'ive behavio'f's, 
8 1 ,[,,82 ,12"" ,8n ,I", , and the duration of tim,e the 
TObot will spend executing each set. In this casp a ll 
n sets are known as well as how long the system 
will reside in execution of each set. This sit uation 
would arise when the robot wa:; traversing a known 
area using a predefined collection of behaviors; for 
example, using an abstract navigation behavior to 
go down a hall of known length or average traversal 
time. This is the ideal case, where the scheduler has 
a time horizon that it can optimize over. However, 
this proj ection may be disrupted by reality, in par
ticular, a highly cluttered hall way or a sensing fail
ure. Therefore t he scheduler must be able to handle 
dynamic changes even for this case. 

2. Can p'f'oject the 8equcncc of active behaviors, 
8 1,1[,82 ,1" ... ,8n ,1", , but not the duration of t'ime 
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Figuf(' 1: Layout of Sensing YIanagpr 

the mbot will spend executing each set. All n sets are 
known but not the associated duration, 1m , of each. 
This would be the case where the robot was using 
a predefin('d collection of behaviors to navigating an 
area not stored in memory (i .e., going down a new 
hall). 

3. Cannot pTedicl the sequence of active behavioTs or 
the dumtion. Keither n. nor 1m is known. In this 
event , the robot would be operatinp; almost at a 
purely reactive level. It also includes knowinp; only 
a subsd of each B;, whpre the robot might know 
that avoid-obstacle will always be active, but noth
ing about other hehaviors. 

In order to be efficient and prevent thrashing, the 
scheduler must be able to exploit any look-ahead infor
mation. For example, Level 3 implies that the sched
uler has to catch up; that it can only allocate resources 
for the current situation but that situation may change 
momentarily (or even during the allocation process). 
Level 1 offprs an almost perfect look-ahead. But de
signing a sch('dulcr that works well for Levell informa
tion may not work well for Level 2 information. There
fore, these levels serve as canonical test cases for de
signing and evaluating the scheduler. 

Intelligent Scheduler Approach 
Our approach to the problem of allocating sensing re
sources within the organization of a reactivp or hybrid 
architecture is to have a global sensing manager which 
serves an intelligent scheduler. The choice of the in
telligent scheduling algorithm(s) depends on the char
acteristics of the schedulinp; problem, which is defined 
below in Section. In response to thes(" characteris
tics, we have formulated the iterative repair strategy 
presented in Section. 

Sensing Manager 
The global sensmg manager, shown in Fig. 1, is treated 
as an additional module in a reactive or hybrid an:hi
tecture. Its purpose is to dynamically coordinate and 
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control sensing allocation for all active behaviors on the 
global level. The manager is intended to preserve the 
behavioral structure yet it needs to have global data 
structures, such as a sensing map representing the cur
rent area of operation for each sensors. Therefore, it 
is contained in a separate unit. The manager takes 
requests for sensors and allocates resources. Besides 
intelligent scheduling, the sensing manager also per
forms diagnostic reasoning to identify sensing failures. 
The activities of the sensing manager are beyond the 
scope of this paper. 

Characteristics of the Sched uling Problem 
\Ve define the scheduling of sensing resources for an 
autonomous mobile robot as: 

• It is not a dispatch pTOblem. The scheduler does not 
change or control the order of execution of the be
haviors; instead it schedules resources to permit the 
execution of the behaviors in the order prescribed by 
the task planner. 

• It is a mu.lti-agent planning pTOblem. The percep
tual schema for each behavior represents a sepa
rate agent. FUl'thermorf', we assume that agent has 
limited intelligence; the perceptual schema can con
struct a partial preference ordering on its different 
methods for sensing the percept. 

• The agents aTe uncoopemtzve. Each task wants to 
maximize it.s own goals, in effect, eadl behavior 
wants the best sensing for its purpose. 

• S earch is combinatoTially small. Unlike job shop 
scheduling and other traditional scheduling applica
tions which may attempt to schedule thousands of 
activities, a robot is expected to have 10 or less be
haviors active at a time. 

• The potcnt'ial for reS01lT'Ce contention is high. Al
though a robot may have few concurrent behaviors, 
it will probably have even fewer sensors. 

• The time devoted to sched'uling is limited. The robot 
must operate in real time, therefore it can't deliber
ate indefinitely. The allocation mechanism must be 
an anytime algorithm. 

• The agt nts 'fTwy or may not be able to project sens
ing n eeds into the fu.ture. As noted earlier, future 
sensing demaIlds mayor may not be kuO\vn, and 
the robot may encounter unpredictable sensing prob
lems. Therefore, the system needs to be able to re
pair a set of sensing resource allocations. 

• A task or behavior cannot be Temoved from the plan 
in order to make sched'uling reSO'UTces possible. If 
a task or behavior was removed, the plan itself has 
failed and must be repaired. 

Iterative Repair Strategy 
The proposed resource allocation algorithm for our 
sensing manager uses a Tepair methodology rather than 



a constructive methodology. The algorithm takes ad
vantage of the fact that the set of active behaviors 
defines a set of active perceptual schemas. The incum
bent sensing demands from these schema,> can be con
sidered to form a schedule. If there is no contention, 
the schedule is sufficient and resources can be allocated 
accordingly. If contention occurs, the schedule must be 
repaired. In order to prevent thrashing and to capture 
an anytime flavor, repairs are done iteratively. 

The key structure is the perceptual schema. The 
perceptual schema serves as an intelligent agent which 
can reason about all possible ways of accomplishing 
a perception. Another way of stating this is that a 
perceptual schema contains references to all relevant 
logical sensors for attaining that percept. At instan
tiation, a schema can arrange its logical sensors (or 
su b-schemas) into a preference ordering based on the 
npeds of the motor schema and the state of the envi
ronrnent. 

If the preferred sensor can be allocated to each per
ceptual schema, then there is no contention. Other
wise, one or more perceptual schemas must use a less 
desirable (but adequate) sensor. This means the orig
inal schedule must be repairc'd. If the preference is 
not significant, the scheduler behavt's conservativdy; 
it minimizes disturbances to the existing allocation. 

The repair strategy is iterative, where each iteration 
is an attempt to get a better solution (Zweben et al. 
1994). First, the scheduler uses the MIN-CONFLICT 
algorithm (Johnson & Minton 1994) to select an al
ternative resource from the schema making the most 
recent request. The scheduler simply considers the re
sources on the list, in order of prefprence. This is quick , 
does not disturb the other schemas, and does not need 
to consider time projections. If MIN-CO:\TFLICT fails, 
the scheduler can then iteratively relax the restriction 
that only the latest request be examined for alterna
tives. :"-Jow the preference ordering of alternatives from 
other perceptual schemas are considered in order of re
quest, and substitutions are made that minimize some 
global measure of disturbance. The iVII:\f-CONFLICT 
will find a suitable schedule or declare the plan failed; 
however, the schedule may be further refined. There
fore, if time permits, the second step is for the sched
uler to consider any available time projections. Es
sentially it decides if the MIN-CONFLICT solution is 
best for the projected demands. If not, the scheduler 
repairs (improves) the schedule with some other repair 
algorithm. This iteration imparts an anytime flavor to 
the scheduler. 

Ramifications for Acting 
Sensing resource allocation is extremely important to 
scheduling or planning actions. First, acting reliably 
is not possible without rcliablp perception. Second, 
the robot must wait for contention for resources to bf' 
resolved . The robot cannot execute a hehavior with
out the perceptual component instantiated. Therc-
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fore, certain actions have to wait until contention is 
resolved. This raises the issue of how and when to 
interrupt other behaviors which cannot continue with
out the missing behavior. Fortunately, the proposed 
iterative repair strategy is an anytime algorithm. By 
using it, the worst that will happen is that the robot 
thrashes because it resolves contention only temporar
ily. Third, the possibility of thrashing emphasizes the 
need for meta-behaviors which allow the robot to pre
dict sequences of behaviors (and associated perceptuai 
demands) and remember the duration of each for spe
cific applications. 

Summary and Future Work 
A task planner produces a plan consisting of one or 
more concurrent behaviors to accomplish a set of tasks . 
Each behavior needs access to sensing resources. As a 
result, contention for sensing resources may arise. \Ve 
are developing a sensing manager which uses intelli
gent scheduling to satisfy the sensing demands result
ing from a plan. The intelligent scheduler must operate 
in the presence of incomplete information , both about 
what the projected sequence of sensing demands are 
and the duration of those demands. 

Our assumptions about the structure of behaviors 
and tht> characterization of the scheduling problem sug
gest that an iterative rppair strategy is appropriate. 
The strategy first uses a fl/II;\J-CONFLICT algorithm 
to attempt to locally repair the conflict, then itera
tively relaxes the constraints until a suitable schedule 
is found. If time permits, the schedule is then refined 
using time projections, if available. The strategy is 
expected to be quick, reduce thrashing, and work rea
sonably well under the spectrum of incomplete infor
mation. 

We are currently building a simulator to test our 
iterative repair strategy, and then will transfer the al
gorithms to an implementation on one of our mobile 
robots. 
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